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A new blackout swept across Venezuela on Monday (8)
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People wait for any transportation at a bus station in Petare during a power outage in Caracas on March 26, 2019. - A new blackout swept across Venezuela on Monday, including much of Caracas, sowing alarm two weeks after a nationwide outage that paralyzed the country. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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People wait for any transportation at a bus station in Petare during a power outage in Caracas on March 26, 2019. - A new blackout swept across Venezuela on Monday, including much of Caracas, sowing alarm two weeks after a nationwide outage that paralyzed the country. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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People board a bus at a bus station in Petare during a power outage in Caracas on March 26, 2019. - A new blackout swept across Venezuela on Monday, including much of Caracas, sowing alarm two weeks after a nationwide outage that paralyzed the country. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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Pedestrians pass by a closed subway station during a power outage in Caracas on March 26, 2019. - A new blackout swept across Venezuela on Monday, including much of Caracas, sowing alarm two weeks after a nationwide outage that paralyzed the country. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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A pedestrian passes by a closed subway station during a power outage in Caracas on March 26, 2019. - A new blackout swept across Venezuela on Monday, including much of Caracas, sowing alarm two weeks after a nationwide outage that paralyzed the country. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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People walk along a street in Petare neighbourhood during a power outage in Caracas on March 26, 2019. - A new blackout swept across Venezuela on Monday, including much of Caracas, sowing alarm two weeks after a nationwide outage that paralyzed the country. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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A man pushes a woman's in wheelchair as people walk along the streets in Petare neighbourhood during a power outage in Caracas on March 26, 2019. - A new blackout swept across Venezuela on Monday, including much of Caracas, sowing alarm two weeks after a nationwide outage that paralyzed the country. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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Pedestrians walk by graffitis reading "We Are All Pemones (indigenous ethnia opposing President Nicolas Maduro)" and "Maduro Out" during a power outage in Caracas on March 26, 2019. - A new blackout swept across Venezuela on Monday, including much of Caracas, sowing alarm two weeks after a nationwide outage that paralyzed the country. (Photo by Yuri CORTEZ / AFP)
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